Lectrix Motors Limited, a startup venture of SRL Group of Companies, has responded to the phenomenon of rising fuel prices, creating an alternative to the petrol-driven two-wheelers. Lectrix Motors offers a ground-breaking solution: Electric Vehicles (EVs) that are reliable, zero emission, environment-friendly vehicles, driven by DC motors that operate on rechargeable batteries. Most significant, with a running cost that’s approximately 10 times lower.

Lectrix Motors achieves a competitive edge for its Lectrix range of products by leveraging its house group competencies in the areas of battery and power electronics technologies, and sourcing the vast pool of in-house talent. The company is on the fast track to establish itself as one of the top 5 vehicle manufacturing and distribution businesses in India.

High performance electric vehicles

Presenting Lectrix
New-age driving formula

Now you have the freedom to grow without the petrol addiction. The new Lectrix electric two-wheeler is a perfect combination of powerful performance and energy. It’s your ticket to travel with freedom. It’s your recipe for success. It’s your ticket to travel with lecture. And it’s free. Lectrix Electric Two-Wheeler (EV) comes with a battery that lasts over 500 km. So, once charged, you’ll have enough juice to cover a significant distance without having to worry about refueling again.

Unsurpassed Features

Your petrol-free Lectrix is heavy on features and light on your pocket. It’s been developed keeping in mind your needs for comfort and fun. The following features make it the one-of-its-kind electric bike.

Highly Focused & Powerful Head Light

His headlight is even brighter than the sun, making selecting a safe and more reliable drive.

Stylish & Powerful Tail Light

Stylish and powerful, its vibrant colors always give you a reliable drive.

Carry Your World in the Luggage Box

This spacious luggage box is located below the seat.

Easy to Charge – Just Plug & Charge

Lectrix is very simple to recharge. Just plug it to charge. It can be easily charged at home. Moreover, it consumes only 20% electricity. Charging socket is located behind the seat.

Specially designed foot rest

This footrest is designed to give your rider a snazzy ride.

Mobile Charging Socket

This mobile charging socket is water proof. It has been designed to charge your cell phone, iPod, MP3 player, etc.

Extremely Economical

With Lectrix, billing costs are only 10 paise/km (approximately). It’s not just a saving; it’s a lifestyle change. Once charged, your Lectrix is as powerful as a traditional 150 cc bike.

Start your Electric life

Lectrix is easy to handle, electric bikes ensuring a safer and more reliable drive for all age groups.

No Gear, Clutch or Chain

Lectrix doesn’t have any complicated part that makes driving complex. Moreover, it comes with an electric accelerator & battery level indicator.

Comfortable & Stylish

Lectrix is a rare combination of comfort and style. It’s sturdy with trendy looks and is loaded with features that make driving enjoyable and less stressful. It comes in striking shades that give an attitude of its own.

Safety Lacks

Lectrix has been designed with rebuttable safety locks in the handle bar, glove compartment and luggage box.